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Validation of an Experimentally Derived Uncertainty Model
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The discrepancies between measurement data and an analyticalnominalmodel for a large gap magnetic suspen-
sion testbed is accounted for by an uncertainty model. The results show that uncertainty bounds corresponding to
a combinationof additiveand diagonal input multiplicative uncertainty can be obtained directly by calculating the
smallest norm of the difference between the measured and nominal model response. Use of the identi� ed uncer-
tainty model allowed a strong correlation between design predictions and experimental results. In addition, robust
controllers based on the experimentally derived uncertainty model show signi� cant stability and performance
improvements over controllers designed with assumed ad hoc uncertainty levels.

I. Introduction

T HE use of a linear, time-invariant (LTI) and � nite dimensional
model is still an approximation of a true plant in many engi-

neering problems. The need for robust control is often due to the
corruptionof the measurementdata by the secondaryeffectsof mea-
surement noise, external disturbances, nonlinearities, and possible
time variations. Although, strictly speaking, robust control theory
for nonlinear, time-varying systems should be applied under the
aforementioned circumstances, it is currently not available. How-
ever, it has been shown that LTI-based robustness theory can handle
a class of time-varyingand/or nonlinear uncertaintiesor effects.1¡4

The hope is that a small set of LTI plantswill be suf� cient to describe
these secondary effects.

A methodhas beenproposedrecently5;6 for calculatingthe small-
est normof thedifferencebetweenthe raw systemidenti� cationdata
and the predicted value from a given nominal model. In particular,
this minimum norm is calculated in closed form (to within a lin-
ear matrix equation) and holds for a general nominal/uncertainty
structure in linear fractional transformation (LFT) form. For use
in this paper, a set of plants is said to be model validating with
respect to given measured input/output data if the measured data
can be reproduced from the set of plants. The method computes
the smallest subset of plants among all model validating sets of
plants about the nominal, hence the name, minimum norm model
validation (MNMV).

Thispaper is an attempt to demonstrateand to validatetheMNMV
approach for methodically constructing uncertainty models for a
real application. As part of a validation, the uncertainty weights
identi� ed are used in redesigning the controller and comparing the
experimental closed-loop performance to controllers that assume
ad hoc uncertainty levels. The feasibility of the method is investi-
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gated by applying it to the large angle magnetic suspension test � x-
ture (LAMSTF).7 The LAMSTF is an experimental testbed located
at NASA Langley Research Center for precision pointing control
studies in supportof largegap magnetic suspensiontechnology.The
LAMSTF system is open loop unstable; hence system uncertainty
identi� cation (UID) is performed closed loop.

An analyticalmodel as derived in Refs. 8–10 is used as the nomi-
nal model in this study althoughan identi� ed model can be obtained
and used as a nominal model from the same UID data. In principle,
it should not matter which nominal model is used so long as the set
of plants can be described without stretching the uncertainty size.
Hence, any nominal model, provided it is not too far away from
the true unknown system, could be used. For example, an observer-
based system identi� cation (ID) technique11¡13 may be used to con-
struct a single best nominal model, and the residual discrepancies
between the raw system ID data and the nominalmodel are bounded
by a structured uncertainty connection, assumed a priori.14;15 This
would yield an uncertainty bound directly from empirical data for
use in robust controller design and analysis.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the
method used in the determination of uncertainty models by the
MNMV approach. In Sec. III, the LAMSTF system is described
brie� y, and the experimental con� guration and UID parameters are
described. This is followed by results from UID experiments. Sec-
tion IV describes how a series of controllers are designed, tested,
and then compared in terms of stability robustness and disturbance
rejection performance. Conclusions are given in Sec. V.

II. UID Algorithm
The general form of the model structureis given in Fig. 1. Using a

bounded,but unknown,structureduncertaintymodel, a set of plants
are de� ned that validatesthe availableinput-outputdata,which con-
tains the deviation or scatter about the nominal. The input-output
relationship can be written as

y D Fu.P; 1/u C Hw0 (1)

where y, u, and w0 denote the output, input, and output noise. The
upper LFT is de� ned by

Fu.P; 1/ D P22 C P211.I ¡ P111/¡1 P12 (2)

where P denotes the augmented plant. The important point is that
if the nominal P22 is known, the rest of the augmented plant can be
constructed from a priori assumptions on the uncertainty structure.
Note that H is the � lter model for the noise, and we let the uncer-
tainty 1 belong to the set of structured uncertainty , i.e., 1 2
(Ref. 14).
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Fig. 1 A priori model structure of plant in standard form.

Fig. 2 Con� guration for system UID.

Let the overall structured uncertainty be de� ned by the block
diagonal matrices

1 D diag.11; : : : ; 1¿ /; 1 j 2 C m j £ n j (3)

and let the set of all block diagonal and stable, rational transfer
function matrices be given by

D 1.¢/ 2 RH1 : 1 j .so/ 2 Cm j £ n j ; 8so 2 NCC (4)

where ¿ and NCC denote the number of uncertainty blocks and the
closedright-halfplane,respectively.14 We considerthe classof prob-
lems where the uncertainty connections to the nominal and the
plant inputs and outputs are given. In the next section, these de-
viations from a nominal model are used to develop unconservative
frequency-dependent structured uncertainty models.

To account for the discrepanciesbetween the available measured
outputs and feedback signals and their estimates from a nominal
model, a priori knowledge of possible sources of uncertainties in
the system are used. Figure 2 shows how a nominal model P22 and
an uncertainty connection structure can be used to de� ne the LFT
parameterized set of plants with output noise. The direct connec-
tion between the structured uncertainties1 to the output and input
mismatch ey and eu is shown. These errors are de� ned by

e :D
ey

eu
D

y

u
¡

Qy
Qu

(5)

It is important to note that the precedingerrors are the residuals that
remain after a single best model � t. This error is usually discarded
in standard system ID applications. However, this residual error
is precisely the data used in generating uncertainty models. It is
clear that this error is composed of errors due to model mismatch
and errors due to � ltered noise. Note that the error expression in the
estimated output for closed-loopID is the same as in the open loop.5

The algorithm used to identify uncertainty bounds is given in
Ref. 5 for the open-loopcase and in Ref. 6 for the closed-loopcase.
In both cases, the norm of the smallest structured uncertainty that
validates the available ID data at each frequency is found, i.e., a
minimum norm model validation.

It is assumed that the controller dynamics K are known and that
the plant inputs, u 2 Rnu £ 1 , and outputs, y 2 Rn y £ 1 , are measured
while the external command, r 2 Rnr £ 1, is selected. The � ctitious
signals in Fig. 2 have dimensions ´ 2 Cn´ and » 2 Cn» , where

n´ D
¿

j D 1

n j ; n» D
¿

j D 1

m j (6)

The error in Eq. (5) is given by

e D eo ¡ R211.I ¡ R111/¡1 M12 (7)

where

R11 D P11 C P12 K .I ¡ P22 K /¡1 P21 D Fl.P; K / (8)

R12 D P12.I ¡ K P22/
¡1[I K ] (9)

R21 D
I

K
.I ¡ P22 K /¡1 P21 (10)

R22 D
.I ¡ P22 K /¡1 P22 .I ¡ P22 K /¡1

.I ¡ K P22/¡1 .I ¡ K P22/
¡1 K

(11)

eo D
y

u
¡ R22

r

Qn
(12)

M12 D R12

r

Qn
(13)

Note that eo is the residual from nominal � t when 1 D 0. De� ne
the preceding residuals at the discrete frequencies

Ä D z1; : : : ; zn! ; zi D e j!i T (14)

by taking the discreteFourier transformof both discrete time signals
and systems.

Under conditions that ensure that a model-validating solution
exists, a solution to the MNMV problem is summarized as follows.
Let

w D PC
21.I ¡ P22K /ey

o (15)

The singular value decomposition is given by

P21 D U SV ¤ (16)

where U 2 Cn y £ n y and V 2 Cn» £ n» are Hermitian matrices, S 2
Rn y £ n» is a full rank diagonalmatrix and ¤ denotes conjugate trans-
pose. The pseudoinverse is given by

PC
21 D V SCU ¤ (17)

A lower bound on the j th component uncertaintyat frequency zi is
given by

N¾ .1 j / D k1 j k2 ¸
ky j k2

kx j k2

(18)

when x j 6D 0 and

x :D M12 C R11.w C Á/; y :D w C Á (19)

which are partitioned

x D
x1

:::
x ¿

; y D
y1

:::
y¿

(20)

in a conformal manner with respect to ¿ uncertainty blocks. Let
denote the null space of P21 and Á 2 . Assuming that n» ¸ n y , it
has dimension n» –n y and is spanned by the last n» –n y columns of
V . A component uncertaintywith this lower bound has been shown
to exist. Thus the minimum norm bound ± j for each uncertainty
block can be computed from Eq. (18). For robust controldesign, the
minimum boundscan be overboundbya stable, realizablelow-order
transfer function for each uncertainty block.
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III. UID of LAMSTF
Detailed descriptions of the LAMSTF facility and the open-loop

dynamic properties of the magnetic suspension system are given
in Ref. 8. Earlier studies on system ID and control for LAMSTF
include Refs. 9, 10, and 16. For LAMSTF, the model uncertainty is
due to errors in the linearization about the equilibrium state, an in-
accurate knowledge of the spatial distributionof the magnetic � eld,
errors in the sensor system hardware, and errors at the plant input
due to induced eddy currents. Collectively, these uncertainties lead
to a multitudeof uncertainparametersand inevitableunmodeleddy-
namics. For simplicity,we make a sweeping assumptionof lumping
all of the uncertainties into a combination of additive and diagonal
input multiplicative uncertainties.

A. Analytical Model
An analytical model is derived in Refs. 8–10 and reviewed only

brie� y here. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the LAMSTF system.
It basically consists of � ve electromagnets that actively suspend a
small cylindrical permanent magnet. The cylinder is a rigid body
and has � ve independent degrees of freedom, with motion in the
roll axis being both unobservedand uncontrolled.Reference9 gives
a detailed derivation of both the linear and nonlinear models. The
followingprovidesa synopsisfor the linearmodelused in the control
design.

By de� ning the state vector

» D .!2; !3; ¯2; ¯3; v1; v2; v3; x1; x2; x3/
T (21)

the linearized perturbed motion about the equilibrium is given by

± P» D OA±» C OB±½ (22)

where the detailedexpressionsfor OA and OB are given in Ref. 9. Note
that theseanalyticalexpressionsdependonmanyphysicalconstants,
including a series approximation of the magnetic � eld distribution.
In fact, this � eld distribution and its frequency dependence due
to eddy currents are believed to be a primary source of frequency
dependentmodel errors. The variables !i , ¯i , vi , and xi denotes i th
angular velocity of cylinder with respect to body frame, i th Euler
parameter relative to inertial frame, i th translational velocity, and
displacementof the centroid,respectively.Six optical sensorsdetect
in-plane and out-of-plane motion and provide an overdetermined
set of measurements for position in x; y, and z and rotation in pitch
and yaw. The 6 optical sensors and 5 control coils yield a fully
controllable and observable 10-state system whose eigenvalues are
shown in Table 1.

The system’s dynamics are dominated by the unstable pitch and
yaw modes.These modes,calledcompassneedlemodes, result from
the magnetic � eld being 180 deg out of phase with the cylinder’s

Table 1 Eigenvalues of 10-state analytic model

Analytic eigenvalues Degrees of freedom

0:00 § 0:95i z axis
0:00 § 7:97i x axis, µy
§9:77 y axis
§57:80 µz
§58:78 µy , x axis

Fig. 3 LAMSTF con� guration.

Fig. 4 Singular values of input sensitivity (top) and closed-loop trans-
fer function across plant (bottom).

axial magnetizationat the unstableequilibriumpoint. For a detailed
discussion of the physical signi� cance of all modes, the interested
reader is referred to Ref. 8.

B. UID Experiment
The UID input test signal used consists of a frequencyweighted,

zeromean,whitenoise randomsignalfor all � ve inputsr (seeFig. 2).
This was generated by � ltering a white noise signal with standard
deviation of 1 A through a fourth-order, low-pass Butterworth � lter
with a break frequency of 60 Hz. A second random signal with a
bandwidth of 2 Hz but with a standard deviation of 5 A is added to
the 60-Hz bandwidth signal. This second signal is used to alleviate
the lack of power at low frequenciesthat may result in a poor model
at these low frequencies. The total time of the excitation signal is
about 40 s at a 200-Hz sampling rate.

Because of the closed-loop coupling, the external UID signal
introduced at the plant input is modi� ed according to the un-
known true input sensitivity transfer function matrix. Based on a
nominal model, the top plot in Fig. 4 shows the input sensitiv-
ity matrix Tur D [I ¡ Fu.P; 1/K ]¡1 , whereas the bottom plot
shows the closed-loop transfer function across the plant Tyr D
[I ¡ Fu.P; 1/K ]¡1 Fu.P; 1/. Of course even an LFT model of
the true plant denoted by Fu.P; 1/ is not known so that the best
model before the test is used. Figure 4 shows that the UID input is
attenuated both at the input and output of the plant at low frequen-
cies. This is due to the inherentdisturbancerejectionpropertyof the
controller used in the experiment. Note that the maximum singular
value at these low frequencies is an optimistic expectation of the
actual response. The magnitudes of the input and outputs signals
are largest at frequencies near 60 rad/s. The output response to the
UID signal is attenuated at higher frequencies. This means that an
identi� ed uncertainty may be limited in accuracy at both low and
high frequencies.

C. Uncertainty Model
It is known that for this testbed there are several sources of un-

certainties,which include errors in the linearization about the equi-
librium state, inaccurateknowledgeof the spatial distributionof the
magnetic� eld, errors in the sensorsystemhardware,and errorsat the
plant input due to inducededdy currents. In particular,obtainingac-
curate analyticalmodels of eddy currents using recently developed
sophisticatedcomputer code is challengingespeciallywith multiple
eddy current circuits with complex geometries.17
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Fig. 5 Assumed uncertainty structure.

In this study, for simplicity we consider a combination of addi-
tive and structured input multiplicative uncertainty to describe the
deviation of a nominal model. Another reason for choosing this un-
certainty structure is to give a suf� cient degree of uncertainty free-
dom to permit a model validating solution. Of course, in general, a
methodical selection of the uncertainty connections or structure is
still an open issue.

Figure5 shows theassumedconnectionsfor the uncertainties.The
bounds on this structured uncertainty can then be experimentally
determined by the minimum norm model validation method. The
P–1 connections are given by

»add

»mult
D

1add 0

0 1mult

´add

´mult

(23)

´add

´mult

y

D P

»add

»mult

u

(24)

where the structured multiplicative uncertainty is

1mult D diag.±1; : : : ; ±5/; ±i 2 C (25)

The corresponding augmented plant for the structured uncertainty
is

P D
0 I I

0 0 I

I G G

(26)

The preceding variables have the following dimensions: »add 2
C6 £ 1, »mult 2 C5 £ 1 , ´add 2 C 5 £ 1, ´mult 2 C5 £ 1 , 1add 2 C6 £ 5 , u 2
R5£1, and y 2 R6 £ 1 .

The uncertaintybounds are calculatedat discretefrequenciesthat
are linearly spaced.A white noise signalhavinga spectraldensity of
10¡6 is assumedfor the presenceof measurementnoise.Because the
numberof uncertaintychannels(n» D 11) is greater than the number
of outputs (n y D 6), P21 is rectangular and its null space will be of
minimum dimension 5. This means that the uncertaintybounds can
be further reduced if this null space freedom is utilized. However,
this freedom is not considered in this study.

Figure 6 shows the calculated minimum norm additive uncer-
tainty (dot) at discrete frequency points over the whole range of
Nyquist frequency. The curve� t was performed interactively using
the ¹-Tool15 drawmag routine using a stable, rational, � rst-order
transfer function (solid line). The maximum (dashed line) and min-
imum (dash–dot line) singular value response of the nominal plant
are shown for comparison. It is seen that at frequencies below ap-
proximately 7 Hz the uncertainty is less than the minimum singular
value response, indicating that the additive uncertainty levels are
very small, whereas at higher frequenciesthe predictedadditive un-
certainty effect becomes more important. At frequencies beyond
60 Hz, predicted uncertainty is unreliable because the ID input sig-
nal is bandlimited.

Figure 7 shows the calculated minimum norm multiplicative un-
certainty (dot) and the corresponding second-order � t (solid line)
for each input channel. The multiplicative uncertainty levels are
generally larger at low frequencies and roll off with increasing fre-
quencies.

Input channel number 1 shows largest uncertainty levels of up to
about 90%, but at frequencies near crossover (around 10 Hz) the
uncertainty levels of all input multiplicativeuncertaintiesare about

Fig.6 Additiveuncertainty:¢ , predicted, and ——, uncertainty � t; and
– – –, maximum, and – ¢ –, minimum, singular value of nominal model.

Fig. 7 Input multiplicative uncertainty:¢ , predicted, and ——, uncer-
tainty � t.

10% or less. However, each channel appears to have differentbreak
frequenciesfor the rolloff.For example, channel 1 having largerun-
certainty levels at low frequencies than channel 2 rolls off at about
2 Hz as compared with about 10 Hz for channel 2. Note also that
these experimentally based uncertainty predictions are very differ-
ent when compared with assumed constant uncertainty levels. The
consequenceof this difference is evident from experimental results.

IV. Performance Validation
The main objective of the control design is to stabilize the highly

unstable open-loop equilibrium con� guration. Subject to closed-
loop stability, reasonable disturbance rejection performance across
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the plant is desired. Of course, the aforementioned objectives are
complicated by the presence of model error inaccuracies, which
are painfullyevidentduring experiments.Hence, robustdisturbance
rejection is sought, which requires a de� nition of the uncertainty
set for which the performance is guaranteed. Uncertainty in the
uncertaintymodel itself is a real dilemma that motivates this study,
which is a continuation of an earlier study.10 Of course, now we
have the bene� t of a new tool5;6 to more realistically capture model
uncertainty.

A. Controller Design
Figure 8 shows the interconnection used in the design of H1

and ¹ controllers.14 The robust performance (RP) is de� ned by the
principal gains such that

N¾ Wy[I ¡ Fu.P; 1/]¡1 Fu.P; 1/ · 1; 8! 2 [0; 1/
(27)

where the set of plants de� ned by the uncertainty,

1 D blk ¡ diag.1add; 1mult/ (28)

1add D O1add Wadd; N¾ . O1add/ · 1 (29)

1mult D O1multWmult; N¾ . O1mult/ · 1 (30)

and the input multiplicative uncertainty has the diagonal form

O1mult D diag. O±1; : : : ; O±5/ (31)

Wmult D diag.wm1; : : : ; wm5/ (32)

The additive uncertainties are � tted with the following � rst-order
stable s-domain transfer function

Wadd D 3:7708 £ 10¡3 .s C 3380:7/

.s C 60:615/
I5 £ 5 (33)

The multiplicativeuncertaintiesare � tted with the followingsecond-
order stable transfer functions of the form

wm i D ki

.s C Z i / s C Z ¤
i

.s C Pi / s C P¤
i

; i D 1; : : : ; 5 (34)

and the poles, zeros, and gains of the transfer functions are given
in Table 2. The uncertainty weights for both the additive and mul-
tiplicative cases are subsequently discretized using the Tustin ap-
proximation of a continuous � lter. The output performance weight
Wy is chosen to be a constant diagonal matrix and equal for all six
output channels.

To validate the experimentally derived uncertainty model, four
sets of ¹ controllers are considered. Table 3 shows the four sets of

Table 2 Parameters for multiplicative uncertainty � t

Input Pi Z i ki

1 ¡7:915 § 12:26i ¡19:80 § 381:5i 1.127e¡03
2 ¡22:57 § 44:16i ¡14:92 § 430:2i 1.377e¡03
3 ¡14:89 § 17:74i ¡15:78 § 420:5i 1.294e¡03
4 ¡13:92 § 19:96i ¡14:01 § 418:3i 1.243e¡03
5 ¡27:32 § 49:56i ¡30:91 § 427:1i 1.115e¡03

Fig. 8 Interconnection for robust controller design.

Table 3 ¹ control laws tested

Controller Wunc Wy ¹des ¹ID kyk2=krk2
a N¾.Tyr /

C01 0.001 1 0.17 5.44 U ——
C02 0.1 1 1.89 2.89 0.29 2.69
C03 0.2 1 3.22 3.18 MU ——
C04 0.3 1 4.57 3.48 MU ——
C11 IDed 1 1.56 1.56 0.19 1.40
C022 0.1 0.1 1.41 5.63 U ——
C023 0.1 0.01 1.25 22.5 U ——
C12 IDed 0.1 1.29 5.85 0.42 5.67
C13 IDed 0.01 1.23 28.5 0.84 26.4

aU D unstable and MU D marginally unstable.

Fig. 9 Controller C01: predicted ——, RS; – ¢ –, NP; and – – –, RP.

controllers that were designedand tested. In all cases, the analytical
model is used as the nominal model. The � rst two sets of controllers
are based on unity outputweights,whereas the next two sets assume
much smaller output weights of 0:1 and 0:01.

The � rst set of controldesigns,C01, C02 , C03 , and C04, is based on
assumed constant uncertainties at four different levels, 0:001, 0:1,
0:2, and 0:3, respectively.The second control designC11 is based on
an identi� ed uncertaintymodel from Eqs. (33) and (34) and uses the
same unity output weight as the � rst set. A third set of controllers,
C022 and C023 , are based on the assumed uncertainty level of 0:1,
which was used to design controller C02 , but with smaller output
weights of 0:1 and 0:01, respectively.The fourth and last set of con-
trollers, C12 and C13, uses the scaled down output weights from the
third set but with the identi� ed uncertainty weights.

B. Performance Comparison
In this subsection, we evaluate the validity of the identi� ed un-

certainty model by comparing predicted robust stability (RS) and
RP to actual experimental results.

1. Stability Robustness
In the � rst set of control designs, only controller C02, which as-

sumes uncertainty level of 0:1, was stable. Controller C01 was vi-
olently unstable, whereas controllers C03 and C04 were marginally
unstable; i.e., it built up oscillations to eventually go out of range
of the sensors. In contrast, a single control design, C11 , which is
based on the identi� ed uncertaintymodel, was stable and gave good
performance without trial and error.

Based on the set of plants de� ned by the nominal and identi� ed
uncertainty model and the unity output weight, the predicted RS,
nominal performance (NP), and RP were calculated for all nine
controllers, resulting in Figs. 9–17. By comparing the predicted RS
(solid line), the only four controllers that were actually stable—
C11 , C12, C13 , and C02—have the four best predicted RS levels with
respect to the identi� ed uncertainty.

The two marginally unstable controllers, C03 and C04 , have
slightly worse predicted RS levels than the least stable controller,
C02 , among the four stabilizing controllers. This suggests that the
true system uncertaintylevel, lies in the narrow margin betweenC03

(or C04 ) and C02 .
The most violently unstable controller, C01, corresponds to the

worst RS predictionas shown in solid line in Fig. 9. This controller
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Fig. 10 Controller C02: predicted ——, RS; – ¢ –, NP; and – – –, RP.

Fig. 11 Controller C03: predicted ——, RS; – ¢ –, NP; and – – –, RP.

Fig. 12 Controller C04: predicted ——, RS; – ¢ –, NP; and – – –, RP.

Fig. 13 Controller C11: predicted ——, RS; – ¢ –, NP; and – – –, RP.

design practically ignores RS by assuming Wunc D 0:001 £ I10 £ 10.
Note that because stability was attained in the four controllers in
spite of a violation of RS condition (of less than unity) by a factor
of up to 2 at lower frequencies, the identi� ed uncertainty model
is slightly conservative and the RS condition is only a suf� cient
condition for true-stability. However, a larger violation of RS con-
dition as in controllers C022 , C023 , and C01 (see Figs. 14, 15, and 9,
respectively) results in an unstable closed-loop system.

Fig. 14 Controller C022: predicted ——, RS; – ¢ –, NP; and – – –, RP.

Fig. 15 Controller C023: predicted ——, RS; – ¢ –, NP; and – – –, RP.

Fig. 16 Controller C12: predicted ——, RS; – ¢ –, NP; and – – –, RP.

Fig. 17 Controller C13: predicted ——, RS; – ¢ –, NP; and – – –, RP.

Motivatedby theactualstabilityof controllerC02 , controllersC022

and C023 were designedwith reducedoutputweights,which resulted
in an improvement in the predicted RP, namely,¹des. If the assumed
uncertainty of 0:1 is an accurate model, then reducing the output
weight should lead to improved RS. Instead, controllers C022 and
C023 were unstable when implemented.This instability is, however,
consistent with the predicted degradation of RS as compared with
C02 when evaluated with the identi� ed uncertainty model as shown
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in Figs. 14 and 15. In stark contrast, controllersC12 and C13 with re-
duced output weight were stable, although the disturbance rejection
performance is poor as intended. This low performance but RS for
controllersC12 and C13 can be seen from Figs. 16 and 17. Namely,
the predicted poor RP is due to poor disturbance rejection at low
frequency whereas a good RS level is maintained. This means that
the identi� ed uncertainty model used in controllers C11, C12 , and
C13 displays a property of an accurate uncertainty model; namely,
the RS conditionshould not depend on the choice of output weight.

2. Robust Performance
In Table 3, ¹des denotes the designed¹ with respect to the partic-

ular uncertainty model (assumed or identi� ed) and output weights.
The value ¹ID denotes the RP ¹ based on the identi� ed uncertainty
model and the � xed unity output weight. Thus, the differences be-
tween ¹des and ¹ID valuesare solelydue to the difference in both the
uncertainty model assumed and the output weight. Therefore, ¹des

equals ¹ID only for C11. In Table 3, ¹des; ¹ID, and N¾ .Tyr / denote
their respective maximum values over frequency.

Recall that a predicted RP is meaningful only with respect to the
performance de� nition and the set of plants de� ned by the nominal
and an uncertainty model. Clearly, if the set of plants assumed is
in question, so is the reliability of the predicted RP. For instance,
¹des for controllerC01 is the smallest at 0:17 (see Table 3), but when
implemented, the closed-loop system for this controller resulted in
the most unstable system among the nine controllers tested. On the
other hand, the best RP predicted by ¹ID is controller C11 at 1.56.
When tested, this controller actually gave the best performance out
of the nine controllers.

To experimentally validate the RP predictions, a system ID ex-
periment was conducted on the disturbance to output path of the
closed-loop system. Identifying the system in this path allows the
calculationof the directionwiseworst-case response, i.e., the maxi-
mum singular value over all frequencies. A wideband uncorrelated
disturbance input was added to each of the control coils, and mea-
surementswere recordedfromthe system’s sensors.Thesedatawere
used with the OKID algorithm11 to generate state-space models of
the closed-loopsystem’s disturbancepath, denotedas Tyr . The max-
imum singular values were then calculated to obtain the identi� ed
worst-case response subject to system ID limitations. These maxi-
mum singular values were directly compared with the ¹ID bounds
for RP. Figures 18–21 show these comparisons for all four stabiliz-
ing controllers over all frequencies.

For the controller pair C02 and C11 , which have good RP, the ex-
perimentalsystem had a worst-caseperformancejust below the pre-
dicted ¹ bound, as shown in Figs. 18 and 19. This supports the ear-
lier observations involving RS; namely, the identi� ed uncertainty
model was found to be slightly conservativeso that the predicted ¹
is expected to be above the identi� ed experimental worst-case re-
sponse.The consistencybetween the identi� ed experimentalworst-
case response and the predicted worst-case performance (based on
the identi� ed uncertainty model) makes a strong case for the accu-
racy of the uncertainty model. The second pair of controllers, C12

andC13, were dominatedby RS constraints(seeFigs. 16 and 17) and
had poor predicted NP and RP. However, even in these cases there

Fig. 18 Identi� ed worst-case response (——) and predicted RP (– – –)
for controller C02.

Fig. 19 Identi� ed worst-case response (——) and predicted RP (– – –)
for controller C11.

Fig. 20 Identi� ed worst-case response (——) and predicted RP (– – –)
for controller C12.

Fig. 21 Identi� ed worst-case response (——) and predicted RP (– – –)
for controller C13.

is still a remarkable correlation between the predicted worst-case
performanceand the maximum singularvalues of the identi� ed dis-
turbance path, as shown in Figs. 20 and 21.

The last two columns in Table 3 show the ratio of signal 2
norms between the wideband white noise disturbance, the outputs
kyk2=krk2 , and the maximum singular value of an identi� ed model
Tyr . From Table 3 it can be seen that for all four stabilizing con-
trollers the following relation is satis� ed:

kyk2

krk2
¿ N¾ .Tyr / ¼ ¹ID (35)

The predicted and measured worst-case response matches approxi-
mately while they clearly bound a particular ratio of signal 2 norms.

V. Conclusions
This study demonstrated the use of a recently proposed algo-

rithm for determining frequency-dependentbounds of uncertainty
models directly from system identi� cation test data. Overall, there
was a strong correlation between actual and predicted RS and
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performance.Because this large gap magnetic suspensiontestbed is
highly unstable in open loop and is sensitive to model errors, these
results represent a signi� cant experimental demonstration of the
identi� ed uncertainty model and subsequent robust controller per-
formance.Hence, we concludethat the resultsvalidate the identi� ed
uncertainty model.

Robust control design based on the identi� ed uncertainty model
produced signi� cantly better performance in terms of stability and
RP. Use of the identi� ed uncertainty model also signi� cantly im-
proved predictability. This reduces the need to tweak around both
performance and uncertaintyweights in a robust control design and
subsequent application for real systems to obtain satisfactory per-
formance.

The RS and performance results indicate that the identi� ed un-
certainty was not overly conservative. However, the null freedom
available for the suf� ciently parameterized uncertainty freedoms
was not used to reduce the minimum norm uncertainty bound. Al-
though the experimental results given in this study are based on a
particular structure of uncertainty,namely, a combined additive and
diagonal input multiplicative uncertainties, the system uncertainty
identi� cation methodology applies to the general linear fractional
transformation framework.
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